BF-18M SURGI MESO THERAPY MACHINE
with Pore shrinking probe
(Length: 30cm; Width:22cm; Height: 5cm & 9 cm)
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Work Theory
It uses Electroporation and Electroosmosis techniques, (needle-free mesotherapy or
mesoderm or cell rupture) technique, without any injectors, easily opens the aquaporin(AQP),
transports skin wanted nutrition, so as to treat all kinds of skin problems. With the application
of Electrophoresis energy to the beauty industry, It takes ‘point to point’ infiltration techniques,
by orientation, layer-oriented and ration to transport high-energy nutrition serum directly into
the skin tissue, let it quickly being absorbed and effective, promote skin metabolism, keep
skin elastic and fine.
Function:
Freckle removal and skin whitening: Open cells channel woundless, obsorb nutrition,
participate in cells metabolism, promote cells rebirth.
Fancy wrinkle removal:The electrode nutrition is directly penetrated the deep-seated skin,
start cells rebirth, remove wrinkles of deep skin layer.
Resist the acne: Through the electric nutrition conveyer belt, inject the acne removal
distillate into the focus, clear or restrain the acne rebirth, avoid the wound infection.
Moisten and make up water: Inject the water feeding active distillate into the deep-seated
skin, supply enough water to the cells, prevent the series of skin problems caused by short of
water.

ACCESSORIES
Meso Gun for nutrition/ medicine (with bottles )
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Conductive stick

Pore shrinking head/ nutrition locking head
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1) Mesogun:
According the treatment of customer, to fill in relevant essence or nutrition element, they
equip with the Mesogun. By operating the mesogun, to inject the essence
into the deep seated skin, get the best beauty effect. The beautician can
operate the Mesogun by circle gesture, move it by come and go on the
treated skin surface.
2) Conductive stick:
During treatment, the probe should be touched with the customer skin fully, normally under
the customer back, let the energy form a efective circuit in the human
magnetic field.
3) Cooling head:
After the skin care products being injected into the skin, to avoid the nutrition releasing, can
use the hammer to freeze the skin, consolidate the nutrition in the skin well.

Applicable to the crowd:
1. Face skin improving:
(1) Oily skin, big pores, thick horniness;
(2) Skin color dark, fatigue, pallor, dropsy and lacking oxygen.
(3) Mature skin, slack, short of water, wrinkle, dry.
2. Eye care
(1) Black eye socket, eye bag, wrinkle, dropsy.
(2) Blood vessels, detoxification.
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